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ABSTRACT

We report a tentative detection of the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of Wolf–Lundmark–
Melotte (WLM), an isolated, low-mass (logM∗ /M ≈ 7.6), dwarf irregular galaxy in the Local
Group (LG). We analyse an HST/COS archival spectrum of a quasar sightline (PHL2525),
which is 45 kpc (0.5 virial radius) from WLM and close to the Magellanic Stream (MS).
Along this sightline, two ion absorbers are detected in Si II, Si III, Si IV, C II, and C IV
at velocities of ∼−220 km s−1 (Component v-220) and ∼−150 km s−1 (Component v150). To identify their origins, we study the position–velocity alignment of the components
with WLM and the nearby MS. Near the magellanic longitude of PHL2525, the MS-related
neutral and ionized gas moves at −190 km s−1 , suggesting an MS origin for Component
v-220, but not for Component v-150. Because PHL2525 passes near WLM and Component
v-150 is close to WLM’s systemic velocity (∼−132 km s−1 ), it is likely that Component
v-150 arises from the galaxy’s CGM. This results in a total Si mass in WLM’s CGM of
CGM
∼ (0.2 − 1.0) × 105 M using assumption from other COS dwarf studies. Comparing
MSi
CGM
MSi to the total Si mass synthesized in WLM over its lifetime (∼1.3 × 105 M ), we find
∼3 per cent is locked in stars, ∼6 per cent in the ISM, ∼15–77 per cent in the CGM, and the
rest (∼14–76 per cent) is likely lost beyond the virial radius. Our finding resonates with other
COS dwarf galaxy studies and theoretical predictions that low-mass galaxies can easily lose
metals into their CGM due to stellar feedback and shallow gravitational potential.
Key words: techniques: spectroscopic – galaxies: dwarf (WLM) – galaxies: haloes – quasars:
absorption lines.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
At redshift ∼0, only ∼10–20 per cent of the baryons predicted
by  cold dark matter (CDM) cosmology (Planck Collaboration
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XIII 2016) are found in stars and the interstellar medium (ISM)
of galaxies (Persic & Salucci 1992; Behroozi, Conroy & Wechsler
2010; McGaugh et al. 2010; Peeples et al. 2014). In addition, hot gas
in clusters and groups, as detected in X-ray, contributes ∼ 4 per cent
of the predicted baryons (Fukugita & Peebles 2004; Bregman 2007).
The rest of the baryons, a.k.a the missing baryons, are likely to
reside in the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of galaxies, and the
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Irwin 1999). The virial radii (Rvir ) of WLM and Cetus are ∼90 and
∼60 kpc, respectively (see below for Rvir definition); therefore,
their haloes do not overlap. In addition, Leaman et al. (2012)
find that the stellar kinematics of WLM show no sign of tidal
influence, further supporting its isolation within the Local Group.
Therefore, WLM is an excellent candidate to study metal distributions due to stellar feedback without apparent influence from the
environment.
WLM has a stellar mass of M∗ = 4.3 × 107 M (Jackson et al.
2007; McConnachie 2012), and an H I mass of MH I = (6.3 ± 0.3) ×
107 M (Kepley et al. 2007; see also Huchtmeier, Seiradakis &
Materne 1981; Barnes & de Blok 2004; Jackson et al. 2004). Leaman
et al. (2012) estimate WLM’s dark-matter halo mass Mh based on
its stellar rotation curve and line-of-sight dispersion velocity. They
find Mh (ISO) = (2.6 ± 0.2) × 1010 M assuming an isothermal
spherical halo, and Mh (NFW) = (8.9 ± 0.8) × 109 M if using an
NFW profile instead. The virial radius Rvir , defined as the radius
within which the mean density is 200 times the cosmic critical
density ρ c , is R200 (ISO) = 60.5 kpc and R200 (NFW) = 42.0 kpc,
respectively (see their table 3). Meanwhile, a different definition of
virial radius is also often adopted, which is referred to 200 times the
matter density ρ m ≡ ρ c m (e.g. Werk et al. 2013; Bordoloi et al.
2014; Shull 2014). In such cases, R200 is systemically (m )−1/3 ≈
1.48 times higher than the one defined with c .1 We note that, in any
case, the derivation of R200 is highly uncertain due to uncertainties
and scatter in the M∗ –Mh relation (e.g. Behroozi et al. 2010; Moster
et al. 2010). For instance, the COS-Halos survey (Tumlinson et al.
2013) quote an uncertainty of 50 per cent in R200 due to errors
propagated from the M∗ –Mh relation. In this work, we adopt
WLM
≡ R200 (ISO) ∗ −1/3
= 89.7
the virial radius of WLM as R200
m
kpc, which is defined with respect to the critical matter density
in an isothermal spherical halo. This definition is chosen to be
consistent with the one used by the COS-Dwarfs study (equation
1; Bordoloi et al. 2014), such that we can make a direct comparison between our analysis and their CGM observations (see
Section 4).
WLM has an iron abundance of [Fe/H] = −1.28 ± 0.02 dex
from spectroscopic studies of red giant branch stars (Leaman et al.
2013), and a gas-phase oxygen abundance of 12 + log(O/H)WLM =
7.83 ± 0.06 (Lee, Skillman & Venn 2005). Its current day star
formation rate is 2.7 × 10−4 M yr−1 as averaged over the galaxy
(Dolphin 2000). Star formation history (SFH) analysis on selected
HST/WFPC2 fields in WLM shows that the galaxy has experienced
an active star formation epoch 1–3 Gyr ago (Dolphin 2000; Weisz
et al. 2014). Escaping metals, carried by outflows driven by stellar
feedback, may pollute the galaxy’s CGM over Gyr time-scales,
leaving traces of elements potentially detectable in ultraviolet (UV)
absorption lines.
This article focuses on UV and H I 21cm observation along a
QSO sightline, PHL2525, through the CGM of WLM. In Section 2,
we present the archival UV spectrum of PHL2525 retrieved from
the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST), and followup H I data obtained with the Green Bank Telescope (GBT). In
Section 3, we investigate the origins of the UV detection based on
position–velocity alignment. In Section 4, we discuss the implication on WLM’s CGM should the detected gas originate from the
galaxy. We summarize in Section 5. The codes and data used in this
work can be found on GitHub: yzhenggit/Zheng19 WLMCGM.git.

1 We adopt  = 0.308 from Planck Collaboration XIII (2016) cosmological
m
parameters.
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surrounding intergalactic medium (Bregman 2007; Werk et al. 2014;
Danforth et al. 2016; Shull, Smith & Danforth 2012; Tumlinson,
Peeples & Werk 2017). So far, baryons in the CGM have been
detected using quasar (quasi-stellar object; QSO) absorption line
diagnostics for a wide range of galaxy masses (e.g. dwarfs, L ∼
L∗ , and luminous red galaxies; for a non-exhaustive list: Tumlinson
et al. 2011; Rudie et al. 2012; Bordoloi et al. 2014; Liang & Chen
2014; Werk et al. 2014; Burchett et al. 2016; Johnson et al. 2017;
Smailagić et al. 2018). Emission-line mapping of Ly α photons
near star-forming galaxies and bright QSOs have also found large
haloes spanning a few tens to hundreds kpc, which could be massive
baryonic reservoirs (Cantalupo et al. 2014; Hennawi et al. 2015;
Borisova et al. 2016; Cai et al. 2017).
Among all the galaxies being probed, low-mass dwarf galaxies
are predicted to be the least likely to retain their metals in stars
or ISM due to their shallow gravitational potential. Mac Low &
Ferrara (1999) show that low-mass dwarf galaxies could lose the
majority of their synthesized metals to the CGM and intergalactic
medium (IGM) because of supernova (SN) feedback. Christensen
et al. (2018) also suggest that for galaxies with stellar mass M∗ ∼
107 M , 85 per cent of their synthesized metals do not remain
in the galaxies by z = 0. These metals are mostly transported
into the CGM and beyond the virial radius through outflows. In
particular, for galaxies with M∗  107 M , the outflowing metals
are mostly trapped in the CGM probably due to the weakening
of star formation activities (see fig. 3 in Christensen et al. 2018).
Muratov et al. (2017) show that for galaxies at M∗ ∼ 107–7.6 M ,
50 per cent of all the metals (by mass) reside in the CGM, more
than 90 per cent of which is in cool phase with T ∼ 104.0–4.7
K (see also Ma et al. 2016). Results from different simulations
vary quantitatively, probably due to different treatment of feedback
recipes (see Hu et al. 2017; Emerick, Bryan & Mac Low 2018, 2019
for a detailed work on the impact of high-resolution stellar feedback
modelling in regulating the efficiency of outflows). Overall, they
agree that, for dwarf galaxies with 6 < log(M∗ /M ) < 10, a large
fraction of metals are lost into their CGM, if not further into
the IGM.
Observationally, a metal deficit has been reported in a number
of low-mass dwarf galaxies in the local Universe. For example,
Kirby, Martin & Finlator (2011) study the metal mass contained
in stars of eight gas-poor dwarf spheroidal (dSph) galaxies over
stellar mass ranges of 105.7–7.3 M , and find that the galaxies have
commonly lost 96 per cent to more than 99 per cent of the metals
synthesized. McQuinn et al. (2015) find that Leo P, an isolated gasrich dwarf galaxy with M∗ ∼ 105.7 M , has lost 95 per cent of the
oxygen produced throughout its star formation history. In addition,
the QSO absorption line technique has been employed by a number
of authors in search of lost metals in the CGM of dwarf galaxies.
Bordoloi et al. (2014) conduct an HST/COS search of metals in the
CGM of 43 low-mass galaxies (M∗ ≈ 108.2–10.2 M ) at z ≤ 0.1.
They find a covering fraction of ∼ 40 per cent for C IV within the
virial radius (Rvir ), and a minimum carbon mass of 1.2 × 106 M
within 0.5Rvir (see also Liang & Chen 2014; Burchett et al. 2016).
In this article, we present our effort in searching for the CGM
of Wolf–Lundmark–Melotte (WLM), a nearby, gas-rich, low-mass
dwarf irregular (dIrr) galaxy. WLM moves at a heliocentric velocity
of −130 km s−1 (Jackson et al. 2004) and vLSR = −132 km s−1
with respect to the Local Standard of Rest (LSR). It is located on
the outskirts of the Local Group at a distance of 0.93 ± 0.03 Mpc
(McConnachie et al. 2005; McConnachie 2012) from the Milky
Way. WLM is an isolated galaxy ∼210 kpc away from its nearest
neighbour (the Cetus dwarf spheroidal galaxy; Whiting, Hau &
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2 DATA R E D U C T I O N A N D M E A S U R E M E N T S
2.1 HST/COS spectral analysis
We retrieve an HST/COS spectrum of QSO PHL2525 from MAST.
The sightline is at RA = 00h 00m 24.s 42 (0.1018 deg), Dec. =
−12d 45m 47.s 76 (−12.7632 deg), and at an impact parameter of
WLM
) from WLM. The spectrum was obtained as
45.2 kpc (0.5R200
part of GO Program 12604 (PI: A. Fox) with 2146/2772 seconds
of exposure in G130M/G160M gratings, reaching a signal-tonoise ratio of 22/19, respectively (see table 1 in Fox et al. 2013,
Fox13 hereafter). The spectrum has a resolution of R ≈ 16 000,
corresponding to an instrumental velocity resolution of full width
at half-maximum (FWHM) ≈ 19 km s−1 . To coadd the multiple
x1d.fits files provided by MAST, we adopt a spectral coadding IDL
code COADD X1D.PRO developed by Danforth et al. (2010). The
code works as follows. First, it randomly selects one exposure as
the reference and cross-correlates the remaining exposures using
strong ISM absorption lines over spectral regions of 10 Å. Once
any wavelength offset is resolved among the exposures, the offset
is applied to all the spectra to line up with the reference exposure
wavelength. Finally, the code generates a coadded spectrum that
contains exposure-weighted average flux and exposure-weighted,
inverse-invariance averaged error array. We also visually inspect
line features from each exposure before coaddition to make sure
that the corresponding features are not due to instrumental artefacts
intrinsic to the spectrograph (Rafelski & et al. 2018; COS Data
Handbook, V4.0). In the following, we analyse and display the
spectra in their native spectral resolution; we do not re-bin the data.
We conduct continuum normalization and Voigt-profile fitting
using the software developed for the COS-Halos survey (Tumlinson
et al. 2011, 2013; Werk et al. 2013, 2014; Prochaska et al. 2017).
Details of the spectral analysis processes can be found in Tumlinson
et al. (2013); here, we summarize the major procedures. Our
analysis focuses on a number of ion absorption lines, including
Si II 1190/1193/1260/1526 Å, Si III 1206 Å, Si IV 1394/1402 Å, C II
1334 Å, and C IV 1548/1550 Å. Most of the ions have multiphase

transition lines within the G130M/G160M spectral coverage, which
solidify the line identification. Our data also cover O I 1302 Å, P II
1152 Å, S II 1250/1253/1259 Å, and Fe II 1142/1143/1144/1608 Å,
but do not show significant detection. The non-detection limit of
these lines can be found in Fox13 and Fox et al. (2014; Fox14
hereafter), and we do not use these lines in the following sections.
For each line of interest, we select a spectral region of
±1000 km s−1 within the rest wavelength for continuum normalization. We fit the absorption-line free regions with low-order
Legendre polynomials until the reduced χ 2 approaches 1.0. We
proceed with Voigt-profile fitting by first visually inspecting the
line profiles to estimate the number of velocity components and
evaluate potential contamination from intercepting absorbers at
higher redshifts. We run MPFIT (Markwardt 2009) to solve for
the best-fitting parameters of ion column density (logN), Doppler
width (b), and velocity centroid (v c ). For ions with multiple lines,
Voigt-profile fitting is conducted simultaneously for all the available
transition lines to ensure consistent solutions. The line spread
function of COS (Ghavamian et al. 2009) has also been convolved
into the fitting when we model the Voigt profiles.
We show the UV lines and Voigt-profile fitting results in Fig. 1.
Each of the transitions simultaneously present two velocity components at vLSR ∼ −150 km s−1 and ∼ −220 km s−1 ; hereafter, we
refer to these two components as ‘Component v-150’ (colour-coded
in red) and ‘Component v-220’ (colour-coded in blue) according to
their LSR velocity measurements, respectively. For C II and Si III,
we do not attempt to decompose the line profiles because there is
only one saturated transition for each ion. In this case, the Voigtprofile fitting is highly uncertain. Instead, we define a spectral
region of −150.2 ± (41.0/2) km s−1 equivalent to Component v150. The region’s centre at vLSR = −150.2 km s−1 and its width of
41.0 km s−1 are from the mean v c and FWHM (≡ 1.667b) measured
from the corresponding Si II, Si IV, and C IV components. Similarly,
we define a spectral region of −218.7 ± (58.0/2) km s−1 in C II
and Si III as Component v-220. We then estimate logN for both
components in C II and Si III using the apparent optical depth (AOD)
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Figure 1. Detection of ion absorption lines towards PHL2525 and the corresponding Voigt-profile fits. For ions with multiple transitions, we conduct twocomponent fits simultaneously to all the available lines. We do not attempt to decompose the C II 1334 Å and Si III 1206 Å lines as each of them only have
one transition and appears saturated. We instead measure the column densities for regions highlighted in blue and red. For each transition, we refer to the
component at vLSR ∼ −150 km s−1 (red) as Component v-150, and the one at vLSR ∼ −220 km s−1 (blue) as Component v-220. We note that Si II 1260 is
blended with S II 1259 from the MW’s ISM, which has been taken into account when we run the Voigt-profile fitting. See Section 2.1 for more details.
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2.2 GBT observations and ancillary data

3 ORIGINS OF UV ABSORBERS

To study the gaseous environment near PHL2525 and WLM, we
generate H I column density (NH I ) and flux-weighted velocity maps
using the HI4PI data set (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016), which is
an all-sky H I 21 cm survey with angular resolution of θ FWHM = 16.2
arcmin. Assuming the H I line is optically thin, the column density is
calculated as N(H I)≡ 1.823 × 1018 [cm−2 (K km s−1 )−1 ] T (v)dv
(Dickey
& Lockman
1990), and the flux-weighted velocity as v̄ ≡


vT (v)dv/ T (v)dv (km s−1 ). We integrate the HI4PI data from
vLSR = −250 to −120 km s−1 to include both the MS and part of
the WLM emission2 as shown in Fig. 2. The noise level averaged
over 1 km s−1 is σ T ∼ 53 mK (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016; also

PHL2525 is 45.2 kpc from WLM in projection (see Fig. 2). As
WLM
described in Section 1, we adopt the virial radius of WLM as R200
WLM
= 89.7kpc; therefore, PHL2525 is at 0.5R200 in WLM’s CGM.
Alternatively, the sightline passes through the edge of the MS, which
is a 100-deg long H I structure originating from the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds (Putman et al. 2003; Nidever, Majewski & Butler
Burton 2008). Due to this proximity, it is possible that the two UV
components originate either from MS-related gas or from ionized
gas in the CGM of WLM. Here, we explore these two possible
origins separately.

Ion

HI
C II
C IV
Si II
Si III
Si IV
HI
C II
C IV
Si II
Si III
Si IV

logN
log (cm−2 )
(1)

vc
(km s−1 )
(2)

Component v-150
≤18.02 (3σ )
–
13.93 ± 0.04
–
13.67 ± 0.09
−156.0 ± 4.8
12.97 ± 0.07
−151.7 ± 2.4
13.30 ± 0.09
–
12.95 ± 0.10
−143.2 ± 4.3
Component v-220
≤18.05 (3σ )
–
14.07 ± 0.03
–
13.75 ± 0.07
−222.2 ± 4.9
13.22 ± 0.05
−220.0 ± 3.3
13.36 ± 0.07
–
13.05 ± 0.09
−214.0 ± 5.2

b
(km s−1 )
(3)
–
–
28.4 ± 6.7
22.4 ± 3.3
–
23.0 ± 6.6
–
–
32.7 ± 6.2
40.2 ± 5.8
–
31.5 ± 8.0

Notes. Column (1): Column density. For C IV, Si II, and Si IV, logN is
measured from Voigt-profile fitting. For C II and Si III, logN is integrated
over a certain velocity range with AOD method (Savage & Sembach
1991, 1996). For Component v-150, the integration range is vLSR =
−150.2 ± (41.0/2) km s−1 , where −150.2 km s−1 is the mean centroid
velocity from Si II, Si IV, and C IV, and 41.0 km s−1 is the mean FWHM (≡
1.667b). For Component v-220, the integration range is vLSR = −218.8 ±
(58.0/2) km s−1 defined in a consistent way. H I column density is measured
over the same velocity range as C II and Si III using GBT spectrum from
pointing 1 (see Section 2.2). Column (2): Centroid velocity for C IV, Si II,
and Si IV from Voigt-profile fitting, in LSR frame. Column (3): Doppler
width for C IV, Si II, and Si IV from Voigt-profile fitting.

3.1 MS origin
H I emission from WLM spreads over a range of vLSR ∼ −170 to
∼ −80 km s−1 (see fig. 7 in Kepley et al. 2007).

2 The
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In fact, Fox13 and Fox14 included PHL2525 in their UV absorption
survey to study MS’s ionized extension, broadly defined as areas
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method (Savage & Sembach 1991, 1996). We tabulate the (logN, b,
v c ) results in Table 1.
We note that Fox13 and Fox14 have studied the UV absorbers
along PHL2525 in the context of Magellanic Stream (MS; see
Section 3). They measure logN for related absorbers with the AOD
method over an integration range of vLSR = [−280, −120] km s−1 ,
which covers both Components v-150 and v-220. We compare their
logN estimates with the combined values of the two components
listed in Table 1, and find that they are consistent within 0.11 dex
despite the different methods and velocity ranges being adopted.
Neither of us finds significant detection in S II and Fe II. Fox13 also
report a potential detection of O I 1302 Å with an upper limit of
logN < 14.30 at 3σ . Since it is a single line and only an upper limit
is inferred from the data, we do not include this line in our analysis.

see table 1 in Peek et al. 2018); over a range of 130 km s−1 ,√the NH I
map has a sensitivity of σH I = 1.823 × 1018 × 0.053 × 130 =
1.1 × 1018 cm−2 at 1σ (or 3.3 × 1018 cm−2 at 3σ ). Within 1 deg
PHL2525 (see below for GBT pointings), we find a peninsularshape H I feature extending from the main body of the MS with
logNH I  19.0 (left-hand panel) and vLSR ∼ −250 km s−1 (righthand panel), which is close to the velocity of Component v-220
from UV spectra. We do not find any prominent H I emission at
vLSR  −200 km s−1 that are consistent with Component v-150.
To examine the H I structure near WLM and PHL2525 at a
more sensitive level, we obtain 21 cm spectra with the Robert
C. Byrd Green Bank Telescope (GBT) of the Green Bank Observatory (proposal #18B-376) that has a beamwidth (FWHM) of
9.1 arcmin. Observations were made by frequency-switching, and
were calibrated and corrected for stray radiation as described in
Boothroyd et al. (2011). Final spectra cover −560 to +660 km
s−1 at a velocity resolution of 1.21 km s−1 . We observe sightlines
towards WLM and PHL2525 directly, and use another 12 pointings
on a coarse 30 arcmin grid to probe the H I environment near the
QSO sightline (see Figs 2 and 3). Towards PHL2525 (pointing 1)
the root-mean-square noise level is 8.1 mK, giving a 3σ detection
limit for a 25 km s−1 line of 2.2 × 1017 cm−2 . The median noise
level for the other directions (pointings 2–13) is 16 mK, giving
a 3σ limit of 4.4 × 1017 cm−2 . As shown in Fig. 3, there is
significant H I 21 cm emission towards pointing 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and
11. Gaussian fitting to these emission lines finds peak-flux velocities
at ∼[ −190, −270] km s−1 . The locations of GBT detection and
the velocities are coincident with the peninsular-shape H I feature
shown in the NH I map from HI4PI (see the right-hand panel in
Fig. 3).
For PHL2525 (pointing 1), we find an H I upper limit of
logN ≤ 18.05 (3σ ) for Component v-220 over vLSR = −218.2 ±
(58.0/2) km s−1 , and logN ≤ 18.02 (3σ ) for Component v-150 over
vLSR = −150.2 ± (41.0/2) km s−1 (see Table 1 for explanation of
the components’ velocity ranges). A weak feature may exist near
vLSR ∼ −260 km s−1 with logN ∼ 18.23 over a velocity range of
30 km s−1 , consistent with the one detected in Fox13 using the
LAB data set (Kalberla et al. 2005). Fox13 relates this feature to the
UV absorption of Components v-150 and v-220 despite a velocity
offset of  50 km s−1 . They suggest that the velocity mismatch is
due to the large beam size (36 arcmin) of the LAB data. However,
our higher-resolution HI4PI/GBT data suggest that the beam size
is unlikely to be the culprit. In the next section, we argue that gas
with different origins may result in such velocity mismatch.

Table 1. Ion line measurements.

CGM of WLM
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Figure 3. H I 21 cm spectra observed with GBT along PHL2525 (pointing 1) and near the QSO in spacing of 30 arcmin (pointings 2–13). We fit pointing 4,
6, 8, 10, and 11 with single Gaussian and fit pointing 5 with double Gaussians. The fitted velocity v, velocity dispersion σ , and H I column density logN are
also indicated accordingly; typical fitting errors are ∼ 0.5 km s−1 for v and σ , and 0.01 dex for logN. The right-hand panel is a zoom-in version of the velocity
panel in Fig. 2, with pointing number labelled consistently with the panel number on the left. In this figure, point 1 is directly towards PHL2525, which is not
shown in Fig. 2. For pointing 4, 6, 8, 10, and 11, the symbols are colour-coded by the velocities of Gaussian fits; for pointing 5, a mean velocity of the two
Gaussians are adopted.

within 30 deg of H I-bright regions of the MS (see fig. 1 in Fox14).
In their study, a spectral region of −280 ≤ vLSR ≤ −120 km s−1
is assumed for MS-related gas along PHL2525, covering both
Components v-150 and v-220. Here, we re-evaluate the relation
of both components to the MS focusing on their position–velocity
alignment. We do not rely on a metallicity estimate, given the lack

of significant H I detection that would introduce a large uncertainty
due to an unknown total hydrogen content.
In Fig. 4, we compare the positions and velocities of the two
components with nearby H I emission and QSO absorption line
measurements. Nidever et al. (2008) conducted Gaussian decomposition of H I emission lines from the MS observed with the LAB

MNRAS 490, 467–477 (2019)
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Figure 2. Left: H I column density (NH I ) map of WLM and its nearby MS environment. The map is integrated from vLSR = −250 to −120 km s−1 using
WLM
HI4PI data set (HI4PI Collaboration et al. 2016). The QSO PHL2525, at an impact parameter of 45.2 kpc (0.5R200
), is noted with two wedges, representing
the UV absorbers of Components v-150 and v-220 along the line of sight. 12 GBT pointings, as shown in squares, are observed surrounding PHL2525 in
spacing of 30 arcmin. One additional pointing directly on the QSO is not shown for clear illustration. Right: Flux-weighted velocity over the same velocity
range. The colours of the wedges indicate v LSR values of Components v-150 and v-220. The GBT pointings are colour-coded by the corresponding velocity
when there is a detection; if none, we use white (see Fig. 3 for GBT spectra). The pointing towards the QSO does not have a detection in H I emission (see
WLM
Section 2.1 for more details). The dotted circle in both maps shows the R200
radius of WLM.
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Figure 4. Position–velocity diagram for H I and ionized gas near WLM.
In both panels, grey dots are H I 21 cm measurements of the MS (Nidever
et al. 2008), and black open triangles are ion absorbers detected along QSO
sightlines within 30 deg of WLM by Fox14. In the top panel, we plot
WLM as a yellow star, PHL2525 as a red dot, and the GBT pointings near
PHL2525 as smaller black dots. The large dashed circle indicates the virial
radius of WLM. The numbers near the QSOs are target IDs assigned in
Fox14. PHL2525 is ID 41 in their work. In the bottom panel, we show
the H I detection from the GBT pointings (see Fig. 3) as black crosses.
The blue dot is for Component v-220 and the red square for Component
v-150, both with error bars from the Voigt-profile fitting (see Table 1). For
clear illustration, we indicate the median error for the GBT H I detection
(σv = 16.3 km s−1 ) as a black vertical line and that of the LAB H I detection
(σv = 14.8 km s−1 ) as a grey line in the figure legend. No error bars are
given for the ion absorbers (triangles) in Fox14. We also plot the MS velocity
gradient (dv/dlMS ∼ 7 km s−1 deg−1 ; Cohen 1982; Putman et al. 2003;
Nidever et al. 2010) as a thick long-dashed line.

survey (Kalberla et al. 2005). The Magellanic longitudes, latitudes,3
and the Gaussian-fitted centroid velocities are plotted as grey dots
in the figure. We search for QSOs within 30 deg of WLM and
find 15 sightlines in addition to PHL2525 from Fox14; these 15

3 The

Magellanic longitude LMS and latitude BMS are defined by Nidever
et al. (2008) as the MS coordinate system. In this system, the LMC is at
LMS = 0 and the MS extends from LMS = 0 to LMS < −100 deg. Gas to the
north of the MS is at BMS > 0 degree and those to the south is at BMS < 0
deg.
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20, 21

sightlines are shown as black open triangles. Fox14 analysed the
HST/COS archival spectra for these sightlines and determined MSrelated centroid velocities based on either H I emission (if any) or
the strongest absorption components detected along the lines of
sight. As shown in the bottom panel, near the Magellanic longitude
of PHL2525 (lMS = 75◦ ), the MS-related absorbers all lie either
on the MS main body or in regions with more negative velocities
(−190 km s−1 ) where H I debris is scattered. Moreover, the H I
emission detected near PHL2525 through the GBT pointings also
show velocities consistent with the MS. No H I emission is detected
at the velocity of Component v-150.
We find that the location of Component v-220 (blue circle) in the
bottom panel coincides with the Magellanic H I emission and UV
absorption. However, Component v-150 (red square) is substantially
below the Magellanic main body, showing an opposite trend from
the ion absorbers detected in other nearby QSOs, which are located
above the main body of the Stream in the p–v diagram. Based on
the position-velocity alignment, Component v-220 is most likely
to originate from the MS, while Component v-150 arises from a
non-Magellanic origin.
Line ratio diagnostics are often used to study physical properties
of ionized gas (e.g. Fox et al. 2011; Wakker et al. 2012; Werk
et al. 2016). We find that Component v-150 has line ratios of
log(NSi IV /NSi II ) = −0.02 ± 0.12, log(NSi III /NSi II ) = 0.33 ± 0.11, and
log(NC IV /NC II ) = −0.26 ± 0.10 dex, whereas those of Component
v-220 are −0.17 ± 0.10, 0.14 ± 0.09, and −0.32 ± 0.08 dex,
respectively. The line ratios of Component v-150 is marginally
higher than those of Component v-220 by 0.1–0.2 dex (∼1–2σ ).
For the MS gas, Fox14 measure the line ratios as a function of
Magellanic longitude lMS (Nidever et al. 2008). PHL2525 is at
lMS = −75.0 deg. They report a broad-line ratio range for the MS
gas at a similar longitude as PHL2525: log(NSi IV /NSi II ) ∼ [ −0.5,
0.2], log(NSi III /NSi II ) ∼ [ −0.6, 0.4], and log(NC IV /NC II ) ∼ [ −0.9,
0.4] (see fig. 4 and table 2 in Fox14). The line ratios for both of
Components v-150 and v-220 are within the quoted Magellanic
range. Given the broad Magellanic range and the uncertainties
involved, the line ratios are inconclusive with regard to membership
identification.
Overall, the position–velocity analysis of nearby Magellanic H I
emission and ion absorbers indicate a Magellanic velocity range
that accounts for Component v-220 but not Component v-150.
Furthermore, Component v-220 is δv ∼ 90 km s−1 from WLM’s
systemic velocity, which is much higher than the escape velocity of
the galaxy’s halo (vesc ∼ 50 km s−1 ). Therefore, it is unlikely that
Component v-220 resides in the CGM of WLM.
Lastly, we consider the case that the absorbers lie in the CGM of
the Milky Way (MW) and in the foreground of the MS. As shown in
Figure 1, the absorption caused by the MW’s CGM can be found at
vLSR  −100 km s−1 , and no apparent HI high-velocity cloud exists
along the direction of PHL2525 besides the Magellanic Stream at
vLSR  −200 km s−1 , as shown in the sensitive GBT pointings in
Figure 3 (see also Putman, Peek & Joung. 2012). Based on this
mismatch in HI and UV detection, we consider it a low probability
that both or either of the components are related to nearby gas
structures in the MW. However, we note that, the covering fraction
of ionized high-velocity (90 < |vLSR | < 170 km s−1 ) gas detected
in UV in the MW is much higher (∼ 68%; Lehner et al.2012, see
also Richter et al. 2017) than that of the high-velocity HI emission
(∼ 37%; Murphy, Lockman & Savage 1995, Putman et al. 2012).
Detailed examination on the connection between ionnized gas and
HI gas near the MS region is needed and deferred to an upcoming
investigation.

CGM of WLM
3.2 WLM’s CGM origin

4 DISCUSSION: WLM’S SILICON BUDGET
In this section, we first focus on the implication of Component v150 in the context of WLM’s CGM (Section 4.1), then estimate the
silicon (Si) mass budget in stars, ISM, CGM, and IGM accordingly
in Section 4.2.

4.1 Silicon in WLM’s CGM
Because multiple silicon and carbon ions are simultaneously detected whereas there is no trace of H I at a sensitivity of logNH I 
18.02 at 3σ , the CGM of WLM should be well-ionized and metalenriched. Assuming that Si is mostly in the forms of Si II, Si III, and
Si IV to the zeroth order, we can solve for the total Si mass contained
in WLM’s CGM as the following. From Table 1, we find that the
vir
is logNSi ≡logNSi II + Si III + Si IV =
total Si column density at 0.5R200
13.6 as measured from Component v-150. Assuming a constant
density profile in WLM’s CGM, we have
CGM
WLM 2
= π(R200
) mSi NSi Cf
MSi,0th

≈ 2 × 104 M (

WLM
NSi
R200
Cf
)2 (
),
)(
1013.6 cm−2 89.6 kpc 0.4

(1)

where Cf is the covering fraction (i.e. detection rate). Because we
only have one sightline through the halo, adopting a Cf value of unity
is unpractical. There are currently no observational constraints on
the Cf value of Si in WLM’s mass range. The best comparison point
is the C IV survey by the COS-dwarfs team (Bordoloi et al. 2014)
that covers dwarf mass range of M∗ ∼ 108.2–10.2 M . We assume
that their results can be extrapolated to WLM’s mass and that Si II,
Si III, Si IV, and C IV co-exist in a multiphase medium. We find Cf
≈ 0.4.4

4 17

of the 43 QSO sightlines from the COS-Dwarf sample (Bordoloi et al.
2014) show detection or lower limits of C IV.

Assuming a constant density profile in Equation (1) may not
best represent the nature of the gas distribution in WLM’s CGM.
As pointed out by Oh et al. (2015), the mass distribution of dwarf
galaxies observed in the LITTLE THINGS survey (Hunter et al.
2012) tends to have a smoother isothermal profile than an NFW
profile. With the large uncertainty of the matter density distribution
CGM
value by
in dwarf galaxies in mind, we can refine the MSi,0th
calculating the mass over the whole halo in an annular manner;
the method is also commonly adopted to estimate the CGM mass
for extragalactic systems (e.g. Werk et al. 2014; Peeples et al. 2014;
Lehner, Howk & Wakker 2015; Prochaska et al. 2017). Taking NSi (r)
as the Si column density profile and Cf (r) the covering fraction
profile, we have
 RWLM
200
CGM
=
mSi NSi (r)Cf (r)2πrdr ∼ 1 × 105 M .
(2)
MSi,refined
0

In this calculation, we again use the C IV measurements from the
COS-Dwarfs survey (Bordoloi et al. 2014) as a proxy to derive
NSi (r) and Cf (r) profile assuming a multiphase medium. Using all
of the detections found in their table 1 (and treating lower limits as
detection as well), we find a power-law distribution of NC IV (r) ∝
( Rrvir )−1.6 . Normalizing this profile at r/Rvir = 0.5 with logNSi = 13.6
for WLM’s CGM, we have NSi (r) = 1013.1 ( Rrvir )−1.6 . Similarly, for
the covering fraction profile, we find, Cf (r/Rvir ≤ 0.2) = 0.9, Cf (0.2
< r/Rvir ≤ 0.4) = 0.5, and Cf (0.4 < r/Rvir ≤ 0.6) = 0.2 from their
data; beyond 0.6Rvir , the C IV detection rate drops to zero. Because
we only aim for a coarse estimate, therefore, we do not take into
account the detection limit when estimating Cf (r) from their data.
CGM
CGM
and MSi,refined
are only as accurate as
We note that both MSi,0th
order-of-magnitude estimates given the assumptions that go into the
calculations. The major sources of uncertainties in our calculation
are from the virial radius of the galaxy’s dark matter halo, the
Si density profile, and the covering fraction. In the following, we
adopt MSiCGM = (0.2 − 1) × 105 M that incorporates both of the
calculations in equations (1) and (2). In Table 2, we record the
MSiCGM value as well as other mass estimates described as follows.

4.2 Silicon in stars and ISM
We can compare MSiCGM with the total amount of Si that has ever
been produced in WLM using stellar evolution models and SFH
analysis. A similar technique is also used by Telford et al. (2018)
to estimate the metal loss from M31. Assuming a Kroupa initial
mass function (IMF; Kroupa 2002) with a minimum stellar mass of
0.08 M and a maximum of 100 M at the metallicity of WLM,
we find that the fraction of mass returned to the ISM per stellar
generation is R = 0.34. The net stellar yield of Si is ySi ∼ 0.003,
which is defined as the ratio of Si mass produced and available in
gas
gas to the amount of mass locked in stars, ySi = MSi /M∗ (also
see equation 2, Vincenzo et al. 2016). The values of R and fSi are
calculated using the NuGrid collaboration yield set (Ritter et al.
2018b) and the SYGMA simple stellar population model (Ritter
et al. 2018a). Detailed calculations with different choices of IMF,
stellar mass range, and metallicity are shown in the Appendix and
Table A1. We find that R is not sensitive to the choice of metallicity –
it only varies by ∼2 per cent from Z = 0.0001 to 0.02 Z . However,
choosing a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955) would reduce the value
by ∼ 35 per cent from R ≈ 0.34 to R ≈ 0.23. On the other hand,
the stellar yield ySi does not vary significantly with different IMFs,
but is sensitive to the choice of metallicity. We expect a variation
of ∼ 30 per cent from Z = 0.0001 to 0.02 Z . We also consider the
MNRAS 490, 467–477 (2019)
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The centroid velocity of Component v-150 differs from that of Component v-220 by δv ∼ 70 km s−1 . Such a high velocity difference is
unlikely to be caused by the velocity scatter of shredded MS debris
clouds as we have seen from the UV and H I data. Because PHL2525
WLM
from WLM, here we explore the possibility that
is at 0.5R200
Component v-150 is a detection of the CGM of the galaxy. WLM
moves at vLSR ∼ −132 km s−1 ; in the galaxy’s reference frame,
Component v-150 moves at ∼ 20 km s−1 , which is faster than the
escape velocity of the galaxy (vesc ∼ 17 km s−1 ) but slower than that
of the dark matter halo (vesc ∼ 50 km s−1 ). Therefore, Component
v-150 can be well retained in the CGM of WLM.
SFH analysis of WLM has shown that the galaxy experienced
an active star-forming phase 1–3 Gyr ago (Dolphin 2000; Weisz
et al. 2014). Supposing the metals ejected due to stellar feedback
during this phase travel into the CGM at ∼ 20 km s−1 and there is
no significant velocity loss, we would find the gas at R ∼ 20–60 kpc
at the current time, bracketing the location of Component v-150
in WLM’s CGM. Additionally, we find logNCIV = 13.67 for this
absorber (see Table 1). This value is consistent with the estimate
by the COS-Dwarf survey (Bordoloi et al. 2014) that detects C IV
absorption out to ∼0.5Rvir at logNCIV ∼ 13.7, although we note
that WLM has a lower stellar mass than those in the dwarf sample
studied by Bordoloi et al. (2014).
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Table 2. Silicon mass estimates for WLM.
Mass (M )

Note

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

M∗
MH I
Mh (ISO)
CGM
MSi

4.3 × 107
(6.3 ± 0.3) × 107
(2.6 ± 0.2) × 1010
∼(0.2 − 1.0) × 105

(5)

tot
MSF

∼6.5 × 107

(6)

MSi

gas

∼1.3 × 105

(7)

ISM
MSi

(7.9 ± 1.5) × 103

(8)
(9)

∗
MSi
tot
MSi

(4.0 ± 0.7) × 103
∼1.3 × 105

Stellar mass (Jackson et al. 2007).
H I mass (Kepley et al. 2007); total gas mass in the ISM including He is ∼8.5 × 107 M .
Halo mass assuming isothermal spherical volume (Leaman et al. 2012).
Estimate of the CGM Si mass based on QSO absorption line data, the range is given based on the zeroth order
and the refined calculations in equations (1) and (2).
tot = M /(1 − R) (see equation 3).
Total stellar mass formed throughout WLM’s SFH, MSF
∗
R = 0.34 is the fraction of mass returned to ISM from a stellar population, and R can vary
by ∼ 35 percent with different choice of IMFs and by 10–30 per cent with different stellar yield sets.
Expected total Si mass in gas forms in ISM, CGM, and IGM (see equation 4). ySi = 0.003 is the net stellar
yield, and its value can vary by ∼30 per cent due to different choice of metallicity.
Total Si mass in ISM, based on MH I and oxygen abundance of WLM’s H II regions (see equation 6).
ISM
MSi
would be a factor of 2 higher if WLM had a similar Si depletion pattern as SMC.
Total Si mass in stars, assuming the stars have similar composition as the ISM (see equation 7).
tot = M gas + M ∗ .
Total Si mass that have been produced, MSi
Si
Si

influence of different yield tables by comparing our R values with
those in Vincenzo et al. (2016). We find that, at a fixed IMF and
metallicity, R varies by ∼ 10–30 per cent with different stellar yield
sets from Romano et al. (2010), Nomoto, Kobayashi & Tominaga
(2013), and Ritter et al. (2018b). In the following calculation, we
proceed with R = 0.34 and ySi = 0.003, and note that these values
are subject to the details of different models of stellar evolution and
stellar yields.
The fraction of mass locked in stars is R∗ = 1 − R = 0.66. Since
WLM has a stellar mass of M∗ = 4.3 × 107 M (Jackson et al.
2007; McConnachie 2012), in total the galaxy has formed
SF
= M∗ /(1 − R) ∼ 6.5 × 107 M
Mtot

(3)

throughout its SFH. This mass estimate is consistent with the SFH
analysis on combined UVIS and ACS fields in WLM by Albers et al.
(2019), who show that a total amount of MUVIS + ACS ≈ 7.4 × 106 M
has been formed over ∼50 per cent of the area within the half-light
radius (rh = 2.1 kpc) of the galaxy (see also Weisz et al. 2014).
Assuming a constant mass-to-light ratio over the whole galaxy, we
find a total mass of MUVIS+ACS /0.5 × 2 ∼ 3 × 107 M formed
within twice the half-light radius. This value is consistent with the
SF
value in equation (3), given the uncertainty in R.
estimated Mtot
Using the net stellar yield ySi , we find that the total Si mass now in
the form of gas is
gas

MSi = ySi M∗ ∼ 1.3 × 105 M ,

(4)

which is expected to be in WLM’s ISM, CGM, and the surrounding
IGM. Note that this calculation assumes instantaneous and homogas
geneous mixing, which may slightly underestimate MSi .
Independently, we can estimate the total Si mass in WLM’s ISM,
MSiISM , as the following. A similar technique is used by McQuinn
et al. (2015) to estimate the oxygen mass in the ISM and stars of
Leo P (see their equations 2 and 4). WLM has an oxygen abundance
of 12 + log(O/H)WLM = 7.83 ± 0.06 as measured from its H II
regions (Lee et al. 2005). Assuming that WLM’s ISM has a similar
element composition as the Sun, despite its lower metallicity, we
can estimate the Si abundance as
ll12 + log(Si/H)WLM = log[(

Si O
)( )]
O H

= log(Si/O) + log(O/H)WLM
= 6.65 ± 0.08,
MNRAS 490, 467–477 (2019)

(5)

where log(Si/O) ≡log(Si/H) −log(O/H) , and we adopt Si
and O solar abundance 12 + log(Si/H) = 7.51 ± 0.03 and
12 + log(O/H) = 8.69 ± 0.05 from Asplund et al. (2009).
Assuming that molecular gas contributes little to WLM’s ISM gas
mass (Rubio et al. 2015), the total Si mass in the ISM is
mSi
)10log(Si/H)WLM = (7.9 ± 1.5) × 103 M ,
(6)
MSiISM = MH I (
mH
where mSi and mH are the Si and H atomic mass numbers,
respectively. In the above calculation, we assume that the amount
of Si depleted in dust is negligible in WLM’s ISM. This calculation
may underestimate the amount of Si in the ISM by a factor of
2 if WLM followed a similar Si depletion pattern as the Small
Magellanic Cloud (SMC) which has a similar metallicity as WLM.
Jenkins & Wallerstein (2017) study the gas-phase abundance and
element depletion of SMC’s ISM using UV absorption lines of
18 stars in the galaxy, and find that that amount of Si in dust with
respect to the amount of total H is (Sidust /H)SMC ≈ 4 × 10−6 (see their
equations 1, 5 and table 3). If applicable to WLM, we would find
a total mass of MSidust = (mSi /mH )MH I (Sidust /H)SMC ≈ 7 × 103 M
in dust. In such case, the MSiISM value calculated in equation (6)
should be a factor of 2 higher.
Similarly, if we assume that the stars share similar composition
with the ISM, the total amount of Si locked in the stars can be
calculated as
ρSi
mSi nSi
mSi nSi
= M∗ (
= M∗
)( )X
llMSi∗ = M∗
ρH+He
(mH nH /X)
mH nH
= (4.0 ± 0.7) × 103 M ,

(7)

where X = 0.74 is the hydrogen mass fraction and ( nnSiH ) =
10log(Si/H)WLM .
In all, the total amount of Si that has been produced is
gas
MSitot = MSi + MSi∗ ∼ 1.3 × 105 M . Of this mass, ∼ 3 per cent(=
tot
∗
MSi /MSi ) is locked in stars, ∼ 6 per cent(= MSiISM /Msitot ) is retained
in the ISM, and ∼ 15 per cent − 77 per cent(= MSiCGM /MSitot ) is in
the CGM. The remainder Si, 14 per cent − 76 per cent, may be
depleted in dust in the ISM, exist in higher ionization phases in
the CGM, or have been blown out into the IGM. Dust depletion
may account for another 6 per cent of the silicon as we discuss
near equation (6), whereas the amount of Si at higher ionization
states should be minimal. Recent simulations have shown that
∼ 90 per cent of the metals in the CGM of low-mass dwarf galaxies
are in cool (T ∼ 104–4.7 K) phase that we have already probed
in Si II, Si III, and Si IV (Muratov et al. 2017), as compared to a
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CGM of WLM

5 S U M M A RY
We analyse an archival HST/COS spectrum of a QSO sightline,
PHL2525, passing through the CGM of WLM at an impact
WLM
). Two absorption line components
parameter of 45.2 kpc (R200
are recovered with Voigt-profile fitting at v LSR ∼ −220 and
∼ −150 km s−1 (i.e. Components v-220 and v-150). Both WLM
and PHL2525 are in the vicinity of the MS in projection. we
investigate the relations of Components v-220 and v-150 with the
ionized extension of MS and the CGM of WLM. Our findings are
summarized as the following.
First, based on the position-velocity diagram in Fig. 4, we find
that at the Magellanic longitude around lMS = −75 degree, both
the neutral (H I) and ionized gas related to the MS are moving at
velocities of vLSR  −190 km s−1 . The velocity of Component v220 is consistent with that of the MS, whereas Component v-150 is
WLM
from WLM
beyond this range. Because PHL2525 is at 0.5 R200
−1
and Component v-150 moves at ∼ 20 km s within respect to
the galaxy’s systemic velocity, we propose that Component v-150
arises from the CGM of WLM. SFH analysis of WLM shows that
the galaxy experienced an active star-forming epoch 1–3 Gyr ago.
If WLM expelled metals into the CGM during this epoch, the gas
parcel would have travel to a distance of 20–60 kpc assuming a speed
of 20 km s−1 , which is consistent with the location of Component
v-150 at R = 45.2 kpc from WLM.
If Component v-150 is associated with the CGM of WLM, we
find a total Si mass of MSiCGM ∼ (0.2 − 1.0) × 105 M within the
virial radius of the galaxy. This assumes all the silicon atoms are
in the forms of Si II, Si III, and Si IV. We note that the MSiCGM value
should be treated only as an order-of-magnitude approximation
with the assumptions involved. We also calculate the Si mass in the
stars and ISM using stellar evolution modelling, and find MSi∗ =
(4.0 ± 0.7) × 103 M in stars and MSiISM = (7.9 ± 1.5) × 103 M
in the ISM (see Table 2). Therefore, the Si mass fractions now
in the forms of stars, ISM and CGM of WLM are ∼ 3 per cent,
∼6 per cent, and ∼15–77 per cent, respectively. The rest of the Si,
14 − 76 per cent, may be depleted in the dust in the ISM, exist in
higher ionization phases other than Si II, Si III, and Si IV in the CGM,

or have been blown out into the IGM. Our finding is consistent with
theoretical predictions that metals can be easily expelled to the
CGM in low-mass galaxies.
Because WLM is isolated from other galaxies in the LG, the
detection of its CGM as revealed by Component v-150 provides an
unique case to study how stellar feedback distributes metals into the
CGM of low-mass dwarf galaxies without environmental influence.
It supports theoretical work (e.g. Mac Low & Ferrara 1999; Ma et al.
2016; Muratov et al. 2017; Christensen et al. 2018) which predict
that dwarf galaxies with M∗ ∼ 107 − 8 M cannot retain most of
the metals they have synthesized, and that most of the lost metals
would reside in the CGM at cool phases. To better understand how
metals are transported through stellar feedback processes, it is of
great need to conduct further observations of the CGM of low-mass
dwarf galaxies in the M∗  108 M regime, and to include SFH
analyses of the galaxies’ metal production history.
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much lower fraction (19–42 per cent) in cool phase in ∼L∗ galaxies
(Oppenheimer et al. 2018).
To summarize, our calculation is consistent with existing observations of both Leo P (McQuinn et al. 2015) and dwarf spheroidal
galaxies of the Milky Way (Kirby et al. 2011) which estimate that
 95 per cent of the metals synthesized by stars in dwarf galaxies
have been lost into the CGM and IGM. It also supports theoretical
predictions that metals are easily lost to the CGM in low-mass
galaxies through feedback-driven outflows (e.g. Mac Low & Ferrara
1999; Ma et al. 2016; Muratov et al. 2017; Christensen et al.
2018). It is beyond the scope of this work to explore further the
detailed mass fraction differences between our calculation and the
theoretical predictions. We note that it is challenging to determine
metal mass distribution conclusively in part because the number
of detailed simulations of dwarf galaxies in this mass range is
limited, and the properties of simulated dwarfs at this stellar mass
for a single feedback prescription exhibit noticeable variability. In
addition, our CGM mass calculation is subject to observational
and model-dependent uncertainties, such as the M∗ − Mh relation,
assumed halo density profile, assumed covering fraction, and the
limited studies of the CGM in dwarf galaxies at such a low-mass
(M∗ ∼ 107 M ) regime. Therefore, the reader should use caution
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Table A1. Stellar yields ySi and gas return fraction R.
Z

R

ySi

Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2002)
0.343
0.342
0.347
0.349
0.349

0.00269
0.00311
0.00372
0.00333
0.00334
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0.0001
0.0010
0.0060
0.0100
0.0200

Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955)
0.0001
0.0010
0.0060
0.0100
0.0200

0.228
0.227
0.230
0.232
0.232

0.00281
0.00320
0.0376
0.00342
0.00345
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